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Justin shum
Senior CONSULTANT

SALARY SURVEY 
hr market update – commerce & industry 
The C & I market in HR has seen quite an interesting 2019. Sectors such as retail and consumer goods have 
seen a slow down due to the changing landscape of UK’s high streets and the uncertainty of Brexit.

Other sectors such as Communications and Technology have

remained very strong, with even increases in demand for HR

professionals in the FinTech areas. As a continuation of a trend

for beginning of 2019, firms have had to hire with Brexit in

mind in areas such as organisational design and change

management at the fore.

In 2019 we have seen a number of General industry moves and

some big changes in media, E-Commerce and gaming. This is

mostly due to massive transformations and mergers in these

sectors, leading to new teams delivering wide-ranging reward

and governance strategies on a global scale.

In the retail/FMCG sectors, there has been numerous changes

with major headquarter moves and Mergers & Acquisitions of

staff from the large supermarkets. Even with the challenging

landscape of the retail sector, the HR professional has been in

high demand, with issues like equal pay and union pay

negotiations setting a trend that is likely to continue into 2020.
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Hr commerce & industry – permanent, 
London
Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Role Salary 

HR Business Partner 50,000 - 80,000

Senior HR Business Partner 70,000 - 95,000

Learning & Development Manager 55,000 - 80,000

Senior Recruiter 35,000 - 45,000

Recruiter 35,000 - 55,000

Talent Acquisition Manager 50,000 - 70,000
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Daniel briselden
Associate director

SALARY SURVEY 
HR market update – financial services
The FS HR market of 2019 has been one of evolution, not just in terms of the market but from a skills and 
operations perspective. The implications of SMCR,IR35 and GDPR has meant that a number of firms have 
had to focus on their HR governance and controls. this may be commonplace for the Investment Banking 
markets but for the Insurance, Private Wealth and Private Equity markets this has meant significant 
change.

We have seen a real shift in the focus of Talent towards the
future of work. Financial institutions are reviewing their five
year plans and assessing the critical talent needed to survive in
the digital era, as well as looking at ways to remain
competitive and attractive as an employer in the market place.

Specialist HR roles such as Reward, Systems and Analytics
remain in high demand as companies increase their regulatory
requirements and drive automation by moving to cloud based
HR products.

Buy Side:

There has been some interesting developments in the buy side
this year; multiple Global Asset Management companies have

been building new HR functions in London, with some further
consolidation in the market. This has led to a number of
strategic hires at the HRD/MD Level.

Demands for Heads of HR, HR Business Partners Comp and MI
professionals remain high due to increased regulatory
compliance and a pragmatic, commercial and modern
approach to people planning. We have also witnessed an
increase in focus to provide a diverse approach to recruitment,
with the intention of increasing BAME representation and
Female leadership opportunities across fund management.

We are now seeing a shift in demand of skills in the generalist
community. HR professionals are required to have a higher
capacity to manage and present credible HR data to the
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business. The bench strength of HR technology is becoming
higher, which is allowing HR generalists to gain greater access
to tools, insights and analytics to make more informed first
line advice to their respective client groups.

Sell Side:

The banking market as we know it has changed. The new era
of FinTechs, Challenger banks and digital payment services are
heavily “disrupting” the market, and consumers are seeking
out more innovative, simpler alternatives. Banking firms are
now having to compete with these new disruptive
technologies or integrate them into their products to provide a
more competitive service.

Although the banking world is now far more resilient than ever
post reform, it is undoubtedly having to undergo a dramatic
facelift to compete with the newcomers and strengthen its
digital presence coming into 2020.

Due to cost cutting, a number of the bulge brackets have been
delayering their HR function and pushing admin/operational
functions offshore. We have seen at least three high-profile
restructures happening in the market, with HR functions
moving back towards a leaner, more operational function with
a community of resource to support the business in a more
agile way. Whilst the intentions are good, this has placed
significant strain on the COEs and has become a game of cost
cutting over client service. Opportunities are still available in
certain areas, but the market remains cautious, only replacing
where absolutely necessary and looking at cheaper markets to
build service models.

Insurance:

Insurance has been somewhat of an epicentre of change this
year. There has been a real shift in this market to upgrade and
modernise HR from a more traditional, reactive admin function
to a more forward thinking HR specialist service.

Drastic changes in operating models have seen the formation
of a number of new specialist teams, interestingly with Data

and systems as the cornerstone. We have worked with a
number of clients to help them deploy new HR operating
models, incorporating new roles such as Heads of Diversity,
which has been a huge win for the sector. We have seen a real
emphasis on cultural change, focusing on a more diverse,
inclusive and innovative workforce, with efforts to drive these
behaviours from the top down. We have also seen an increase
in high value L&D teams to upskill and develop Talent
internally; this is reflective of the changes in market conditions,
giving the fee earners the right people skills, polish and tools
to generate new revenue streams in what is a changing and
competitive market.

We have seen an increase in HR leadership roles being filled
from outside the sector, with HRDs coming in from Investment
Banking to pick up the pace and influence change. More
change is yet to come and we envisage 2020 to see further
additions to the Insurance sector.

FinTech:

The biggest growth market of the year is the FinTech market. It
is quickly becoming the coveted career destination of the
banking community who are looking to transition into leaner,
faster, smarter, Tech-enabled ways of working in organisations
who are leading the way in terms of employee experience.
Greater career and role ownership, simple frameworks and an
investment in employee wellness has shone a light on the
industry, giving FinTech the edge for individuals who are
looking for a role that incorporates career opportunity and
challenge, without impeding on work life balance.

Challenges will lie ahead for FinTech HR functions building
new teams; for some, the sheer pace, combined with a lack of
process and governance may prove difficult. Big ideas, deep
pockets and constant changes in direction and allocation of
resource can create confusion. Given the immature HR Talent
pool in the FinTech market, companies will either need to find
talent from their more traditional cousins of the banking
world, or create a proposition that turns from the Technology
market.

HR FINANCIAL SERVICES – permanent, 
London
Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Role Junior 2-5 years 5-8 years 8+ years

Recruitment/Talent Acquisition Manager 25,000 - 35,000 40,000 - 50,000 50,000 - 60,000 70,000- 100,000

Reward Analyst- Senior Manager 40,000 - 45,000 50,000 - 65,000 75,000 - 100,000 100,000 - 125,000

HR Business Partner 40,000 – 50,000 50,000 – 65,000 65,000 – 75,000 75,000 – 90,000

Learning & Talent Manager/Senior Manager - - 60,000 – 80,000 80,000 – 100,000

Head of HR/Senior HRBP - - - 90,000 - 120,000

HR Director/ MD HR - - - 150,000 - 200,000

Head of Talent/OD/Learning/Reward - - - 120,000 - 150,000
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Alex bond
Associate director

SALARY SURVEY 
Insurance & reinsurance market update
2019 has been an interesting year for the (Re)insurance markets. The market is still readjusting 
following the loss making years of 2017 and 2018. While the market as a whole returned to profitability 
on a number of key lines of business, the effects of market underperformance continues to be felt in the 
labour market; There are simply more senior candidates than there are vacancies. This situation has been 
exacerbated by merger and acquisition activity that continues to dominate the insurance landscape. The 
lack of profitability across various businesses has led to increased pressure on salaries as market 
participants have less confidence in bonus-driven compensation. 

Overcapacity has led to a number of new market entrants
pressuring rate rises, which we may have expected to see given
some of the losses experienced over the last few years. New
entrants have also driven an upward soar in salary as they
effectively “buy in” to the insurance landscape, paying a
premium for talent at all levels.

Brexit has loomed large across the insurance market. The large
European and multinational (Re)insurers are casting the net
across their European office networks when hiring senior staff.
While London-focussed searches have previously dominated
European operations, we are seeing increases in senior level

hiring in the European market as companies look to diversify
their power and decision-making bases away from London to
counter the risk of any Brexit fallout.

The rising prominence of InsureTech business is continuing to
add pressure to the insurance market, offering competing
products within the home and personal lines space. The drive
towards innovation and the interesting work offered by these
new technology-focused organisations is absorbing some
senior level talent from the insurance market, although this
largely in the shape of day rate contracting. We expect to see
this trend continue as tech companies look to
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bridge the gap in their insurance knowledge by appointing
senior market professionals. The InsureTech rise is being widely
embraced by the market, with the drive for innovation now
being matched by a push for change by the insurance and
reinsurance giants. Lloyd’s is driving its own changes to keep
pace with the evolving marketplace; it has announced a wealth
of changes to drive better efficiencies as it looks to continue to
compete on a global basis.

Technology changes within the (Re)insurance market continue
to transform the shape of the work force. Back office
operations continue to shrink, while remaining staff members
can be outsourced or moved out of the major insurance hubs
to cheaper satellite locations. Technology is also impacting
upon the working day of the insurance market; flexible

working, working from home and the embracing of the
voice/video call over face-to-face meetings is leading to better
work life balance for the workforce of the market.

2020 is set to be an interesting year. Improving rates in several
key markets, new market entrants driving competition,
InsureTech driving innovation, the uncertainty of Brexit and an
increasingly sophisticated global insurance market will all drive
movement in the labour force at all levels. While too much
uncertainty can be crippling for the market, a healthy amount
of natural movement will continue to improve and diversify the
global insurance market’s employees.

Insurance & reinsurance – permanent, 
London
Commercial broking Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Role 1-3 years 4-8 years 9 years +

Insurance Administrator 18,000 - 24,000 24,000 - 30,000 30,000 +

Commercial Account Handler 22,000 - 30,000 30,000 - 50,000 50,000 +

Broker 22,000 - 30,000 30,000 - 50,000 60,000 +

Account Executive 28,000 - 32,000 35,000 - 50,000 70,000 + 

Development Executive 30,000 - 35,000 45,000 - 55,000 70,000 + 

Broking Manager 40,000 - 45,000 45,000 - 65,000 75,000 +

Broking Account Director 50,000 - 55,000 75,000 - 85,000 120,000 +

Regional Director 80,000 120,000 140,000 +

Commercial underwriting Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Role 1-3 years 4-8 years 9 years +

Underwriting Assistant 20,000 - 30,000 30,000 - 35,000 30,000 - 40,000

Assistant Underwriter 25,000 - 35,000 35,000 - 45,000 45,000 - 50,000

Underwriter 30,000 - 35,000 35,000 - 65,000 60,000 - 70,000

Senior Underwriter 40,000 - 70,000 70,000 - 90,000 90,000 - 110,000

Trading Underwriter 30,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 60,000 50,000 - 70,000

Development Underwriter 30,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 70,000 60,000 - 80,000

Underwriting Manager 60,000 - 90,000 70,000 - 120,000 90,000 - 150,000



claims Basic salary (£ per annum) 
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Role 1-3 years 4-8 years 9 years +

Claims Administrator 18,000 - 25,000 25,000 - 30,000 30,000 + 

Claims Handler 22,000 - 27,000 27,000 - 45,000 45,000 +

Loss Adjuster 22,000 - 28,000 28,000 - 45,000 50,000 +

Senior Claims Adjuster 50,000 - 65,000 60,000 - 80,000 75,000 +

Claims Manager 50,000 - 60,000 55,000 - 80,000 80,000 +

Head of Claims 80,000 - 100,000 100,000 - 130,000 150,000 +

Claims Director 150,000 - 165,000 150,000 - 180,000 180,000 +

Role 1-3 years 4-8 years 9 years +

Account Handler 25,000 - 35,000 30,000 - 40,000 45,000 - 50,000

Placing Brokers 30,000 - 40,000 35,000 - 45,000 45,000 - 80,000

Account Executive 30,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 60,000 60,000 - 80,000

Account Director 50,000 - 70,000 50,000 - 70,000 70,000 - 90,000

Head of… 60,000 - 80,000 60,000 - 80,000 140,000 +

Underwriting Assistant 20,000 - 30,000 30,000 - 35,000 30,000 - 40,000

Assistant Underwriter 25,000 - 35,000 35,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 45,000

Underwriter 28,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 70,000 50,000 - 70,000

Senior Underwriter 45,000 - 80,000 45,000 - 80,000 70,000 - 110,000

Practice Leader 90,000 - 150,000 90,000 - 150,000 150,000 +

Role 1-3 years 4-8 years 9 years +

Account Handler 25,000 - 35,000 35,000 - 45,000 45,000 - 50,000

Placing Broker 30,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 50,000 60,000 - 90,000

Account Executive 30,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 70,000 70,000 - 90,000

Account Director 50,000 - 80,000 50,000 - 80,000 80,000 - 100,000

Head of… 60,000 - 100,000 60,000 - 100,000 120,000 - 200,000

Underwriting Assistant 25,000 - 32,000 32,000 - 36,000 32,000 - 36,000

Assistant Underwriter 27,000 - 35,000 35,000 - 45,000 45,000 - 50,000

Underwriter 30,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 80,000 50,000 - 70,000

Senior Underwriter 30,000 - 40,000 50,000 - 90,000 70,000 - 100,000

Practice Leader 90,000 - 200,000 90,000 - 200,000 90,000 - 200,000

Professions Basic salary (£ per annum) 

tech/cyber Basic salary (£ per annum) 



Role 1-3 years 4-8 years 9 years +

Account Handler 25,000 - 35,000 30,000 - 45,000 45,000 +

Placing Broker 25,000 - 35,000 35,000 - 55,000 55,000 +

Account Executive 35,000 - 50,000 50,000 - 75,000 75,000 +

Account Director 65,000 - 75,000 75,000 + 100,000 +

Head of… 75,000 + 75,000 + 100,000 +

Underwriting Assistant 25,000 - 30,000 30,000 - 35,000 35,000 +

Assistant Underwriter 30,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 60,000 60,000 +

Underwriter 40,000 - 50,000 50,000 - 75,000 75,000 +

Senior Underwriter 80,000 - 100,000 100,000 - 130,000 150,000

Class Underwriter 120,000 + 150,000 + 175,000 +

Marine/aviation Basic salary (£ per annum) 
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Reinsurance Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Role 1-3 years 4-8 years 9 years +

Account Handler 25,000 - 35,000 30,000 - 45,000 45,000 +

Placing Broker 35,000 - 45,000 45,000 - 65,000 65,000 - 85,000

Account Executive 35,000 - 45,000 45,000 - 65,000 65,000 - 110,000

Account Director 45,000 - 65,000 65,000 - 110,000 80,000 - 140,000

Underwriting Assistant 30,000 - 45,000 45,000 - 70,000 45,000 - 70,000

Assistant Underwriter 25,000 - 35,000 40,000 - 50,000 40,000 - 50,000

Underwriter 40,000 - 50,000 60,000 - 70,000 80,000 - 100,000 

Senior Underwriter 80,000 - 90,000 90,000 - 120,000 150,000 +

Practice Leader 110,000 - 130,000 130,000 - 160,000 180,000 +



Role 1-3 years 4-8 years 9 years +

Account Handler 25,000 - 35,000 30,000 - 45,000 45,000 +

Placing Broker 30,000 - 45,000 45,000 - 60,000 80,000 - 100,000

Account Executive 40,000 - 65,000 50,000 - 70,000 80,000 - 110,000

Account Director 65,000 - 75,000 80,000 - 100,000 90,000 - 150,000

Head of… 100,00 - 200,000 100,00 - 200,000 100,00 - 200,000

Underwriting Assistant 25,000 - 35,000 35,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 45,000

Assistant Underwriter 25,000 - 35,000 35,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 50,000

Underwriter 30,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 50,000 50,000 - 65,000

Senior Underwriter 55,000 - 70,000 70,000 - 110,000 70,000 - 110,000

Class Underwriter 80,000 - 200,000 80,000 - 200,000 80,000 - 200,000

Na/international property Basic salary (£ per annum) 
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Samantha chan
CONSULTANT

SALARY SURVEY 
actuarial market update
2019 has been an exciting year for the actuarial market, with the insurance market expanding despite 
the GDP growth slowing down in the US and Eurozone respectively. 

Insurance and Finance firms have invested more in cyber 
security this year than companies from any other sector. 55% 
of UK firms suffered breaches in 2019, which is 40% up from 
2018. This has been the key driver in encouraging growth 
within this specific area of insurance. 

Data science has been a prominent area of growth this year. 
With rise of the ever-emerging InsureTech industry, this has 
led to a justifiable increase of expectations for ‘accessible 
insurance’ with new technologies in an attempt to engage with 
consumers. This digital revolution has forced the industry to 
evolve at a faster pace than ever before, and as a result 
innovative technologies and business models have emerged to 
meet this evolving market. Technological change, increased 

risk and regulation has also contributed to the demand of 
cyber risk. Business outcomes are more dependable than ever 
on technology, so it is no longer possible to separate 
technological decisions from business strategy.

The employment of actuaries is projected to grow by 20% in 
the next decade. Looking ahead into 2020, we expect further 
growth within insurance due to emerging markets being a key 
driver. With global primary insurance and global premiums 
expected to grow by an expected €1billion, this is an exciting 
time for new opportunities within the actuarial market!
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actuarial – permanent, London
Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Role Junior 2-5 years 5-8 years 8+ years

GI Actuary (London) 28,000 - 35,000 40,000 - 70,000 85,000 - 130,000 150,000 - 185,000

GI Actuary (Regional) 25,000 – 32,000 38,000 - 65,000 80,000 - 120,000 140,000 - 170,000 

GI Actuarial (Interim) 500 - 700 p/d 800 – 1,100 p/d 1,200 – 1,500 p/d

Pensions Actuary (London) 25,000 - 33,000 38,000 - 65,000 70,000 - 90,000 100,000 -110,000

Pensions Actuary (Regional) 22,000 – 32,000 35,000 - 60,000 65,000 - 85,000 90,000 - 100,000 

Pensions Actuary (Interim) 350 - 450 p/d 650 - 800 p/d 950 – 1,500 p/d

Life Actuary (London) 28,000 - 35,000 40,000 - 70,000 85,000 - 130,000 150,000 - 185,000

Life Actuary (Regional) 25,000 – 32,000 38,000 - 65,000 80,000 - 120,000 140,000- 160,000 

Life Actuary (Interim) 500 - 700 p/d 800 – 1,100 p/d 1,200 – 1,500 p/d

Investment Actuary 25,000 - 32,000 38,000 - 65,000 80,000 - 100,000 120,000 - 140,000 

Investment Actuary (Interim) 350 - 450 p/d 650 - 800 p/d 950 – 1,500 p/d
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DAL HEER
manager

SALARY SURVEY 
Finance market update – financial 
services
2018 provided Financial Services organisations a good deal of flexibility to hire and expand, in stark 
contrast to the rigidity within FS labour markets this year. Theories around the impacts of the political 
environment in the UK and EU has led to nervousness in a number of areas; clearly displayed in the 
unpredictability of Global money markets & stock markets alike; FTSE100 companies being effected, high 
street names going into administration and Germany on the brink of recession hold testament to the 
changing and unpredictable global economy.

The banking world has seen a period of rapid change over the
last 2-3 years, with much of the talk during 2019 concerning
‘Challenger’ banks and ‘Fintech’ players, who are growing their
customer base and taking market share from traditional
banking organisations. An interesting point to note; a large
number of Fintech organisations have failed to find relevant
funding, or been stopped short in executing their businesses
to the public. Banking Licenses and subsequent
subsidiarisation are an area of interest, and one to definitely
watch closely in 2020.

This year, the traditional Banks have incurred losses in
customer numbers and revenues to non-traditional
organisations, and felt further pain in the form of highly-
publicised fines; a prime example being the great “PPI
Scandal”. There were increased costs for FS organisations of a
certain size, incurred as a result of considerable spending in
the area of planning as a whole (FP&A being another pocket
of increased activity throughout the year) as well as
considering a move into EU locations as part of a
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pre-Brexit strategy. Risk has been high on the agenda for many
organisations in the areas of KYC and AML since start of the
year. From a broader perspective, the risk of hiring into new
and exciting areas or Projects for FS businesses has meant that
investment in headcount has generally been limited to core
business Finance functions. Changes in Regulatory
environments and Accounting principles have led these hiring
areas to become relatively fluid throughout the year alongside
a focus on accuracy in reporting, which has provided
movement in certain areas of Product\Balancesheet\PnL
Control.

2019 has not, however, been all doom-and-gloom. PE & VC-
backed businesses in Financial Services, as well as Tech-led
start-ups, have continued to thrive. Other areas of note have
been Global Payments and a plethora of internationally
leveraged companies who have less exposure in a singular
socio-economic region. We do not envisage these areas of
growth to see significant change going into 2020 and beyond.
Crowd-funding, Business improvement and alternative

investments are an area we foresee as an opportunity for
growth.

The fact that Brexit was pushed back to Q1 2020 has given the
labour market a much-welcome boost at the end of the year,
allowing employers to kick off the year in positive fashion.
How the combination of Brexit in early 2020 works with the
traditional bonus pay-out period is yet to be determined. To
secure the best talent moving forward, organisations need to
have set their stall out early, especially when it comes to hiring
plans and budgets. This potentially needs to be an area of
consideration sooner rather than later, as a strong position will
need to be adopted when moving into 2020.

Feel free to get in touch to hear about how we can support
your hiring needs as an organisation, or your career aspirations
as an individual in 2020 and beyond.

FINANCIAL SERVICES – permanent, London
INVESTMENT BANKING – Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Role Newly Qualified (2 years PQE) 2-5 years 5-8 years 8+ years

Management Accounting 50,000 - 60,000 60,000 - 70,000 75,000 - 80,000 85,000 - 120,000

Product Control 55,000 - 65,000 65,000 - 75,000 75,000 - 95,000 95,000 - 135,000

Financial Control 50,000 - 60,000 60,000 - 75,000 75,000 - 90,000 95,000 - 135,000+

Treasury 55,000 - 65,000 65,000 - 75,000 75,000 - 90,000 95,000 - 135,000

Regulatory Reporting 50,000 - 60,000 65,000 - 70,000 65,000 - 80,000 90,000 - 125,000

Technical Accounting & Policy 50,000 - 60,000 60,000 - 65,000 70,000 - 100,000 110,000+

Valuations\IPV Controls 55,000 - 65,000 65,000 - 75,000 80,000 - 110,000 120,000+

Role Newly Qualified (2 years PQE) 2-5 years 5-8 years 8+ years

Group FD\CFO N\A N\A N\A 250,000 - 500,000

Head of Finance\Finance Director N\A N\A 95,000 -110,000 120,000+

Financial Controller N\A 65,000 - 75,000 75,000 - 95,000 95,000 - 110,000

Finance Manager N\A 65,000 - 75,000 65,000 - 75,000 75,000 - 85,000

Financial Accounting 50,000 -60,000 65,000 - 70,000 65,000 - 80,000 90,000 - 125,000

Management Accounting 50,000 - 60,000 60,000 - 65,000 N\A N\A

Internal Tax 55,000 - 60,000 60,000 - 70,000 75,000 - 85,000 90,000 - 120,000

Internal Audit 50,000 - 65,000 65,000 - 75,000 80,000 - 110,000 120,000+

Sme BANKING & financial services – Basic salary (£ per annum) 
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Carlos Roberts
consultant

SALARY SURVEY 
Finance market update – investment 
management
Investment Management is in a period of rapid change, driven by shifting investor preferences, margin 
compression, regulatory developments and advancing technologies. The combination of fee competition, 
rising costs and asset growth is creating never-before-seen pressures on the buy-side. Amid 
unprecedented economic turmoil and regulatory change, most asset managers have afforded 
themselves little time to bring the future into focus. But the industry stands on the precipice of a 
number of fundamental shifts that will shape the future of the industry.

All signs suggest that the asset management sector will
continue to see increasing regulatory oversight, particularly
related to systemic risk and investor protection, such as
leverage and costs. This, in regards to finance, has been
mirrored at high levels of emphasis on recruiting permanent
talent to solidify and deepen robust financial controls and risk
strategies in an ever-evolving regulatory driven environment.

The outlook for Wealth Management is strong, driven by rising
levels of private wealth and the threat of significantly

underfunded retirement savings. This has seen a successful
year at LMA within this space, supporting a number of private
institutions who are benefiting from the current market. Yet,
while it is clear that demand for the industry’s core activities
remains strong, our view suggests that – in the short-term –
challenges related to current market uncertainty and volatility
may start to dampen investor sentiment this year. In the
longer-term, we expect to see the industry start to
fundamentally rethink the economics of its business and
operating models to take advantage of new digital
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opportunities, while also responding to growing demand for
increased transparency. New digital-first and hybrid models
will proliferate and, while they may not be disruptive in and of
themselves, they will start to raise the bar for client experience
and cost which, in turn, will drive increased competition in the
industry.

Hedge Funds, Private Equity firms and other asset managers
are also looking to upgrade their talent for one critical
function: fundraising. The current fundraising environment has
asset managers eyeing folks with more than just a rolodex.
They want sales people and marketers with in-depth product
knowledge, who can differentiate themselves from the rest of
the pack that are knocking on the same doors. This is
especially important to sector funds across hedge and private
equity, making hiring more competitive for candidates while
narrowing the candidate pool for employers.

Europe’s fund industry has remained fragmented, in part
because it’s dominated by divisions of banks and the link
hasn’t been an advantage as the financial firms focused less on
building their fund units, and more on averting crisis after
crisis. The need for strong talent to provide add-value to the
finance function has clearly been a result; an increasing
dependence on more senior level hires in commercial
functions in Strategy and Financial Planning & Forecasting has
been consistent throughout 2019, and will likely be a constant
area of recruitment in 2020. Budgets have been regularly
adjusted to accommodate strong talent.

Investment firms have slashed hundreds of jobs this year, with
many turning to machines to help automate functions and cut
costs. Top executives haven’t been immune to the shakeout
either. The changes have been especially striking in Europe;
this year alone, more than 10 new CEOs have been installed at
Europe’s larger fund firms. In the end though, it’s arguably
been a rough few years for the active managers, and will likely

continue in that way for the traditional asset managers who
have not shifted strategy to take advantage of the more in-
vogue asset classes. The managers who have been
underperforming will likely have to close up shop or look for a
good acquirer to take them over. This trend has seen a
constant in recruitment within Fund Administrators, with many
firms outsourcing their administrative duties within Finance on
a large scale. Its the Investor Services’ firms that are benefiting
from unstable and uncertain market conditions.

The start of 2020 is looking tough – markets are down,
geopolitical risks are high, but it’s also a year that the asset
management industry can thrive. At present, it would take a
brave individual to predict anything too far into 2020; Brexit
will inevitably have a major impact on the evolution of the UK
and European economies, and with little or no clarity on a deal
or no deal scenario, businesses are at a loss when committing
to next steps, which has seen a resounding hesitation across
the SME Investment Management space to execute on
strategically aligned hires throughout 2019. If we also consider
the considerable impact that the trade war between China and
the US is already having on the global economy, making
resolute predictions appears to be a difficult exercise.
However, in light of this, the recruitment business continues to
thrive within Investment Management, thanks to the
aggressive appetite for success that the industry demands.
Accounting and Finance growth forms the epicentre of stability
in the face of 2020’s obscurity-submerged landscape.
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INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT – permanent, 
London
Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Role Graduate Part Qualified Newly 
Qualified 1-4 years PQE 5 – 10 years 

PQE 10+ years PQE

Finance Director/CFO * * * * * 125,000 - 200,000

Financial Controller * 70,000 - 90,000 100,000 - 130,000

Finance Manager 60,000 - 70,000 70,000 - 90,000 70,000 - 90,000

Financial Accountant 20,000 - 27,000 28,000 - 40,000 45,000 - 55,000 45,000 - 65,000 65,000 - 80,000 80,000 - 90,000

Assistant Accountant 20,000 - 27,000 25,000 - 30,000 35,000 - 40,000

Director MI * 90,000 - 110,000 1100,000 - 140,000

Senior Finance 
Business Partner * * 65,000 - 75,000 75,000 - 100,000 90,000 - 120,000 *

Finance Business 
Partner * 50,000 - 55,000 55,000 - 70,000 65,000 - 90,000 80,000 - 100,000 *

Management 
Accountant 20,000 - 27,000 28,000 - 40,000 45,000 - 55,000 55,000 - 70,000 65,000 - 90,000 80,000 - 100,000

Director, Regulatory 
Reporting * * 90,000 - 150,000

Head of Regulatory 
Reporting * 70,000 - 90,000 80,000 - 130,000

Regulatory Reporting 25,000 -30,000 30,000 - 45,000 45,000 - 55,000 45,000 - 70,000 60,000 - 80,000 75,000 - 90,000
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Nicholas nicou
manager

SALARY SURVEY 
Finance market update – professional 
services
The Practice market in 2019 was challenging to say the least, however the outlook was more optimistic 
as the year draws to an end and with Brexit seemingly closer to a conclusion. Demand across audit, 
business services, outsourcing and tax remained high, with some areas more fluid than others. The 
Business Services/Outsourcing/Cloud Accounting market seems to be flourishing; This is the area that 
we saw the most movement in 2019 which is indicative of the developments within the profession, AS a 
number of firms transitioned over to cloud based software. It’s also a reflection of the current 
economic climate, with companies needing regular reporting from their Accountants to either help them 
through difficult periods, or to capitalise on potential opportunities for growth. 

Within Audit and Tax, the market is much slower, and it seems
that candidates are favouring a move in to an in-house role
now more than ever. Generally speaking, the Big 4/Top 10
Firms are still able to attract good talent. The real challenge
remains in the mid-tier and independent firms, where they are
battling to fend off interest from the larger firms or a move to

commerce and industry/financial services where the candidate
requirements can all be very similar. The London market
remains strong, but regional firms across the UK are finding it
difficult to find the right talent, especially in the Home
Counties where the commute to London is easy and the salary
tends to be more attractive.
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What was notable across 2019 was the significant salary
increases, especially within the independent firms who don’t
have strict salary bandings and are doing what they can to
persuade candidates to join them. It is not uncommon now to
see an Audit Senior command a salary of £50k or more, and it
will be interesting to see if the mid-tier firms follow suit,
especially considering that they have much stricter bandings.
One of the Big 4 Firms has also recently increased their newly
qualified salary within audit to £55k.

Experience within specialist areas such as not for profit and
pensions is still much sought after, and what is evident is that
vacancies in these areas can remain open for a long period of
time as candidates are favouring roles with a more varied
client base. Just like last year, firms are willing to

put the training in at the more junior end for those without
sector specific knowledge, but the challenge is at Manager
level and above, where sector specific knowledge is essential.
Practices are also now looking at how they can split their
employee’s time between specialist areas and more corporate
work so they can offer their staff more of a variety, as well as
getting the specialist work done.

We expect 2020 to be a buoyant year in the practice market,
with demand staying high but with jobseekers more confident
to make a move as a line is drawn under Brexit. However, I
must reiterate that we expect the market to once again be
candidate-led, with demand from firms across all services lines
looking to remain high throughout the year.

professional SERVICES – permanent, 
London
Audit, general practice & outsourcing Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Role Audit General Practice Outsourcing

Director 90,000+ 80,000+ 80,000+

Senior Manager 70,000 - 90,000 65,000 - 80,000 65,000 - 80,000

Manager 55,000 - 70,000 55,000 - 70,000 55,000 - 65,000

Assistant Manager 50,000 - 55,000 48,000 - 55,000 45,000 - 55,000

Senior/Executive 45,000 - 50,000 43,000 - 50,000 N/A

Semi Senior (Year 3) 34,000 - 37,000 33,000 - 36,000 N/A

Semi Senior (Year 2) 28,000 - 33,000 28,000 - 33,000 N/A

Management Accountant N/A N/A 40,000 - 50,000

Assistant Management Accountant N/A N/A 28,000 - 37,000

Trainee 25,000 - 28,000 25,000 - 28,000 23,000 - 28,000

Tax (trusts, personal, employment, global mobility, corporate & vat)  – Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Role Tax (Trusts, Personal, Employment and 
Global Mobility) Tax (Corporate/VAT)

Director 80,000+ 85,000+

Senior Manager 65,000 - 80,000 65,000 - 85,000

Manager 50,000 - 70,000 53,000 - 70,000

Assistant Manager 48,000 - 55,000 48,000 - 55,000

Supervisor 44,000 - 50,000 45,000 - 51,000

Senior 40,000 - 46,000 40,000 - 48,000

Trainee 23,000 - 32,000 24,000 - 35,000
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SALARY SURVEY 
Finance market update – Commerce & 
industry 
2019 has felt like a year of waiting as the UK economy has almost been on hold, continuing to go through 
a long, drawn-out Brexit process. Inherently we’ve seen a number of businesses stagnate, and some 
suffer with certain big-name casualties, specifically in the retail sector which continues to weather 
tough trading environments. Despite this, many businesses have now GONE back to business as usual, or 
have even profited from the uncertainty.

There has been a noticeable need for Financial Accountants,
with a drop in commercial analyst/business partnering
vacancies due to the economic uncertainty. Businesses have
been more measured in hiring, stripping back various roles to
focus on what they need at the core. That being said, certain
businesses such as niche areas within property leasing, as well
as companies that are investing in new ways of working, are
seeing major profits from the fact that today’s SME businesses
do not want to commit to long-term leases.

A flexible approach to this area is clearly paying dividend for
those who have come into this area as market disruptors, and

shaken up a traditionally stoic sector. This has been achieved
by taking an international approach, with company ties
originating outside of the UK.

Furthermore, in Q4 we have seen an increase in commercial
roles across profitable and dynamic private equity-backed
businesses as they continue to increase revenue, grow their
finance teams and set themselves up for a strong 2020. Across
the board, the need for transactional and part-qualified talent
has remained consistent, whereas an even stronger demand
for newly qualified accountants from Big 4/Top 10 practices
into technical or reporting finance roles has forced salaries to

STEPHANIE WHITE
Consultant
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increase from £45,000 - £50,000 in 2018 to £50,000 - £55,000
in 2019.

Movement at the senior end of the market has been
restrained, with liquidity being much lower than what we saw
during the previous year (the number of jobs being the
measure of liquidity within the recruitment market). We expect
to see this trend change during the second quarter of 2020
due to ongoing needs for businesses to achieve their basic
objectives; growth/diversification/increased market share. It’s
the strategic players within organisations who drive these
objectives and put the strategy to achieve them in motion. We
expect more roles in the area of financial transformation and
project work next year, as some look to re-assess their current
position while others continue to take advantage of the lack of
certainty. It is these periods of change that throw up activity
within the M&A space and, therefore, increase job liquidity at a
senior level.

April 2020 sees new legislation for contractors in IR35; there

has been a noticeable increase in finance contractors that are
now looking for permanent roles within C&I. Furthermore, as
per 2018, many companies continue to outsource their
transactional finance teams to shared service centres across
the globe, which has left many transactional finance
candidates open to new opportunities within London. This has
opened up a new pool of talent with a wealth of experience
and knowledge, ready to take on permanent roles across a
wide range of industries.

As employment continues to decrease, dropping from 4.1% to
3.8% in 2019, LMA are feeling positive going into 2020. We
envision an increase in emerging and developing talent within
finance, as well as strategic players at the senior end of the
market who are well-versed in working with the new breed of
organisations who are breaking the mould. With this in mind,
businesses will need to ensure they are at the forefront of
hiring, and have set plans to grow their commercial teams
alongside core finance functions if they are to be ahead of the
competition.

Commerce & industry– permanent, London

Transactional finance – Basic salary (£ per annum) 

QUALIFIED finance – Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Role Newly Qualified 2-5 Years 5-8 Years 8+ Years 10+ Years

Chief Financial Officer 150,000 - 250,000

Finance Director 120,000+

Financial Controller 65,000 - 75,000 75,000 - 100,000 100,000+

Finance Manager 60,000 - 65,000 65,000 - 80,000 80.000+

Finance Analyst 45,000 - 50,000 48,000 - 60,000 58,000 - 65,000 60,000+

Management Accountant 42,000 - 48,000 45,000 - 58,000 55,000 - 65,000 58,000+

Financial Accountant 50,000 - 55,000 55,000 - 65,000 60,000 - 70,000 65,000+

Role 0-2 Years 2-5 Years 5+ Years

Transactions Manager 45,000+

Accounts Receivable 21,000 - 25,000 25,000 - 30,000 30,000 - 45,000

Accounts Payable 21,000 - 25,000 25,000 - 30,000 30,000 - 45,000

Credit Control 22,000 - 27,000 27,000 - 35,000 35,000 - 50,000

Legal Cashier 23,000 - 28,000 28,000 - 35,000 35,000 - 50,000

Billing Assistant 21,000 - 25,000 25,000 - 30,000 30,000 - 45,000

Accounts Assistant 21,000 - 25,000 25,000 - 30,000 30,000 - 40,000
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Alex levy
manager

SALARY SURVEY 
Business support market update
Despite market uncertainty, employer's business outlook remain stable, with the majority expecting 
business activity to increase or stay the same in the year ahead.

The outcome of Brexit will be the key determinant factor of
hiring market conditions in 2019, especially for the Financial
Services sector. However, despite Brexit, there will be pockets
of hiring activity within Financial Services driven by demands
for skills such as compliance, risk and audit.

Challenges finding the right candidates persist, as 90% of
employers say they have experienced skills shortages within
the past year. Salaries have risen to address skills gaps, but this
is not enough to retain staff. Latest statistics show there has
been an increase in broadening the role of an Executive
Assistant, especially with Global PAs, where they are now more
involved with the business. There has also been an uplift in
salaries to reflect this change.

A consistent trend has been changing the status of positions.
For example, permanent Executive Assistant positions are more
likely to be offered on a temporary basis in order to manage
headcount effectively, as well as giving employers more
flexibility when hiring for secretarial and business support

positions. Further to this, this trend is being seen across
numerous industries, while uncertainty in the market has
meant that fewer people have been looking to move
companies, resulting in an increase in counter offers.

The top level candidates are required to demonstrate proven
experience of working at C-Suite and can expect to receive
remuneration of around £55-70k for positions based in
London. In Financial Services, there continues to be a strong
requirement for Team Assistants on a permanent basis.

Candidates applying for permanent Executive Assistant
positions require international exposure, and there is a huge
demand for European languages. Senior Executive Assistant
positions are incorporating wider team support
responsibilities; this is becoming challenging as many
Executive Assistants want to focus on supporting a few
individuals rather than adopting a wider team support
position.
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The market has also seen a significant increase in salaries for
Team Assistants and Senior Executive Assistants. This is due to
the fact that they are now supporting larger teams or
supporting more senior level professionals. Salary levels for
Front of House positions and Office Managers have remain
unchanged.

In short, 2020 will definitely offer a candidate-driven market.

Employers will have to take more flexible approach with their
hiring in terms of offering competitive salaries and factoring in
work-life balance and flexibility.

Please do feel free to speak with any of our qualified and
experienced consultants in the Business Support team for
further advice. We look forward to working with you in 2020.

Business support – permanent, London
Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Role Financial Services Commerce & Industry Legal

Office Manager 55,000 - 70,000 35,000 - 50,000 50,000 - 65,000 

PA/Executive Assistant 48,000 - 65,000 35,000 - 45,000 45,000 - 55,000 

Team PA/Secretary 35,000 – 42,000 27,000 - 35,000 40,000 - 48,000 

Team Assistant 30,000 - 38,000 25,000 - 30,000 30,000 - 37,000 

Senior Receptionist 35,000 - 40,000 30,000 - 35,000 32,000 - 37,000

Receptionist 27,000 - 30,000 20,000 - 30,000 25000 - 35,000 

Bilingual Executive Assistant 50,000 - 65,000 42,000 - 45,000 45,000 - 55,000

Bilingual Secretary 42,000 - 50,000 37,000 - 42,000 42,000 - 50,000

Administrator 28,000 - 35,000 22,000 - 28,000 22,000 - 28,000 

Office Junior 24,000 - 30,000 22,000 - 26,000 22,000 - 26,000 

HR Admin 28,000 - 33,000 22,000 - 27,000 26,000 - 30,000

HR Assistant 33,000 - 42,000 28,000 - 35,000 30,000 - 37,000
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Adam sommerville
manager

SALARY SURVEY 
Leasing & asset finance market update
The Leasing and Asset Finance recruitment market has been exceptionally busy throughout 2019, with 
our experienced team successfully working on a high volume of vacancies. With independent Funders 
successfully applying for Banking licenses, a number of established Brokerages now having their ‘own 
book’ and Bank owned Funders strengthening their established ‘Routes to market’, it appears to be an 
exciting time for the industry as we enter 2020. 

The core areas that our clients have looked to strengthen have
been Sales (particularly Business Development) and
experienced Credit Underwriters, where there has always been
a skills shortage in the Asset Finance industry. Interestingly, we
have managed to place candidates who possess a Tier 5
working visa into permanent positions as Credit Underwriters,
despite their visas restricting them to working in the UK for 2
years (unless sponsored). We have also successfully filled a
number of New Business Coordinators/Sales Support/
Operations roles as businesses require additional resources to
support their increased level of new business.

Our findings from a recruitment perspective are perhaps
unsurprisingly supported by recent figures announced by the
Finance & Leasing Association with Geraldine Kilkelly (Head of
Research and Chief Economist at the FLA) saying:

“The industry has seen total new business grow in all but one
month so far in 2019, with the latest annual new business total
reaching a record level of £34.5 billion.”

That said, with the current political and economic uncertainty
and rumours of another recession, the recruitment landscape
in the Asset Finance industry could change in 2020/2021.
Whilst many organisations are currently strengthening their
Business Development and Credit Underwriting teams, if the
recruitment market follows a similar pattern to the 2008
recession, these pieces of recruitment may be replaced with
businesses tightening the ‘back end’ of the process by
recruiting in Credit Control/Asset Management/Litigation.

Basic salaries for Credit Underwriters in particular have risen
sharply this year with companies needing to offer circa 15%
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more than they would have done in 2018 in order to attract
the best candidates. Likewise, for the best Business
Development Managers, basic salaries have increased, and we
are often finding that candidates with the right profile are
getting more than one offer to consider. Ultimately, we believe
that the Asset Finance recruitment market is in a very good
position, and we look forward to continuing to build on our

established working relationships as well as servicing new
Clients, whether they be Tier 1/Tier 2/Tier 3 Funders or
prestigious Brokerages as we grow our portfolio in 2020.

Leasing & asset finance – permanent, 
London
Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Role Junior 2-5 years 5-8 years 8+ years

Sales Support 22,000 - 25,000 25,000 - 30,000 30,000 - 35,000 35,000 - 38,000

Credit Underwriter 25,000 - 30,000 30,000 - 45,000 45,000 - 60,000 60,000 - 75,000

Internal Sales 25,000 - 28,000 28,000 - 35,000 35,000 - 45,000 45,000 - 50,000

Operations Coordinator/Manager 25,000 - 30,000 30,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 50,000 50,000 - 65,000

External Sales (Direct or Vendor) 28,000 (35,000 OTE) 45,000 (75,000 OTE) 60,000 (100,000 OTE) 75,000 (125,000 OTE)

Broker Support/Manager 27,000 (33,000OTE) 40,000 (60,000 OTE) 55,000 (80,000 OTE) 65,000 (100,000 OTE)

Credit Control/Collections 28,000 33,000 40,000 50,000

End of Lease/Recoveries 28,000 33,000 40,000 50,000

Marketing Coordinator/Manager 25,000 - 28,000 28,000 - 35,000 35,000 - 50,000 50,000 - 60,000

Qualified Lease Accountant 30,000 40,000 - 50,000 50,000 - 65,000 65,000 - 80,000
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Associate director

SALARY SURVEY 
Compliance market update
2019 has been an interesting and challenging year in The London Financial Markets – Brexit and various 
political factors plus market volatility have shown this year to be more challenging than previously 
anticipated. Banks have struggled to make profitable numbers and the focus has been on cost-
cutting/saving as well as regrouping to determine the best direction. Fintech and Buy-side firms have 
instead grown their presence in London, as they are more agile, less regulated and have the ability to 
capitalise faster on opportunities. 

Regulatory compliance has remained high on the agenda for
all Buy and Sell-Side firms, where the primary focus of the
Compliance function has been to define the rules and
frameworks for organisations in order to achieve compliance
with relevant laws and regulations. While this will remain at the
core of the Compliance function’s remit, we expect to see an
increasing emphasis on ethics, culture and principles, with
progression gearing towards being more of a ‘trusted advisor’
to the business while simultaneously delivering a more
competitive advantage.

Organisations are facing increasing scrutiny from external
stakeholders, as well as regulators of their business practices.
Those without a strong culture and questionable business

practices can soon find themselves in the middle of a media
storm, facing potential business and reputational damage.

Organisations with strong cultures within which people
understand the organisations stance and principles will be
better prepared to deal with unforeseen compliance risks.

Many organisations are however struggling to effectively
measure and assess their culture, and are therefore missing
opportunities to influence and shape the culture of the
business.

Although the compliance market grew in 2019, this was not as
aggressive as the previous year. Key growth areas were
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Product Advisory, Monitoring and SM&CR. We saw less activity
in terms of AML/KYC, as many of these roles have been
automated or off-shored to cheaper locations such as Eastern
Europe and Asia.

The Senior Managers and Certification Regime (SM&CR) has
created serious change, where the aim is to reduce the harm to
consumers and strengthen the market integrity by making
individuals more accountable for their conduct and
competence.

Other trends we have seen include that of Hedge-Fund clients,
who have been seeking senior level and high calibre
individuals who have practical knowledge of overseas
regulations such as the SEC, BaFin, SFC & MAS. Although
regulators have many communalities, there are key differences
which need to be understood; this is without taking cultural

differences into account. With key clients opening offices in
Frankfurt and Paris due to Brexit, language capabilities as well
as the flexibility/ability to relocate seem to be key
differentiators for some of our clients.

Aggregating the market data we acquired during 2019, we saw
salaries increasing by 7-10%, which has decreased by 4-7%
from the previous year. However, these results display a
healthy increase considering many other functions remain flat.
This increase also defies the current “war for talent” which is
particularly prominent in the Investment Banking, Hedge-Fund
& Investment Management arena. Candidates who can
demonstrate strong knowledge of the regulations, combined
with the ability to communicate these regulations in both
written and verbal formats across the business will always be in
high demand.

Compliance – permanent, London
Hedge funds & investment managers – Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Role – Buy Side Analyst Associate AVP VP Director CCO *

Advisory (1st-line of defense) 35,000 – 50,000 45,000 – 70,000 65,000 – 80,000 75,000 – 120,000 120,000 – 160,000 135,000 – 300,000

Monitoring & Financial Crime 35,000 – 45,000 40,000 – 65,000 60,000 – 70,000 75,000 - 100,000 100,000 – 120,000 135,000 – 300,000

* The large variance accounts for Local CCO's vs. Global CCO's which are at the upper end.

Role – Sell Side Analyst Associate AVP VP Director

Advisory 40,000 – 55,000 50,000 – 60,000 60,000 – 80,000 75,000 - 120,000 110,000 - 150,000

Transaction Monitoring 35,000 – 45,000 40,000 – 55,000 50,000 – 70,000 70,000 – 100,000 100,000 – 135,000

AML/KYC 30,000 – 40,000 40,000 – 50,000 50,000 – 60,000 60,000 – 80,000 80,000 – 110,000

Trade Surveillance 35,000 – 45,000 40,000 – 55,000 50,000 – 70,000 70,000 – 100,000 100,000 – 135,000

Control Room 30,000 – 40,000 40,000 – 50,000 50,000 – 60,000 60,000 – 80,000 80,000 – 110,000

Central Compliance 30,000 – 40,000 40,000 – 50,000 50,000 – 60,000 60,000 – 80,000 80,000 – 110,000

Monitoring/Assurance 35,000 – 45,000 40,000 – 55,000 50,000 – 70,000 70,000 – 100,000 100,000 – 130,000

Financial Promotions 30,000 – 40,000 40,000 – 50,000 50,000 – 60,000 60,000 – 80,000 80,000 – 110,000

Regulatory Affairs 40,000 – 55,000 50,000 – 60,000 60,000 – 80,000 75,000 – 110,000 110,000 – 140,000

Role  - Sell Side

Head of Compliance 150,000 – 280,000

Deputy Head of Compliance 120,0000 – 180,000

MLRO 100,000 – 200,000

Banking, asset & wealth management & brokers – Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Banking, asset & wealth management & brokers – Basic salary (£ per annuum) 
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consultant

SALARY SURVEY 
Risk & quant market update
The recruitment market within London is an ever-evolving one, and 2019 has had more of an impact on 
the status quo than in years previous. 2018 was characterised by a surprising level of growth within 
the risk sector as Brexit failed to have the impact anticipated. In 2019, Brexit bit back and hires have 
been down on 2018 numbers. Unemployment continued to decrease, and is now down to around 3.7%, a 
similar level to that at the end of 2018. however, stagnation in the economy has had an impact on 
expansion of risk departments.

The economy has grown year on year on average by about
1.9%, however this has slowed down considerably since 2015
(the last year where it grew by at least 2%). 2018 saw the
economy grow by 1.4%, and continued to grow well at the
start of the year. However, this slowed to only 1.0% in Q3. The
economy is predicted to have grown by 1.4% by the end of the
year, but at time of writing, it remains to be seen.

The reason I bring up the economy when talking about the risk
market is because recruitment itself is market led. There are
two ways in which roles come to market, either by people
leaving a company, or via a company expanding their team. As
the economy slows down, so do the number of roles on the
market. This has been reflected in the risk market, as new roles
taken in this year have fallen by 9% on 2018’s numbers.

This does not however spell doom and gloom for risk
professionals, as the skills in demand, particularly within risk,
have shifted from 2018. Much has been made of the rise in
wages for banking professionals within the city of London in
the past year as reported in the financial press, climbing from
£48,500 on average to £53,000 in the second quarter of 2019.
From a risk perspective however, this rise in salary comes from
a greater demand in the middle management band of risk
professionals; the band of employees with an average salary of
around £60,000 and 3-5 years’ experience. The number of
juniors hired has been lower than in 2018, as has been
movement of C suite level hires.

While there has still been movements in these sectors,
recruitment at the junior end of the market has declined.
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This is of course a generalisation of the risk market, but if we
look at the areas of risk specifically, we can note the changes
that have taken place on a micro level in the past 12 months.

Within the credit risk market, we have seen a greater focus on
the second line of defence. Many banks within the city have
chosen to restructure their departments due to the regulatory
pressures (both ICAAP and ILAAP having large impacts) as well
as error mitigation. A trend has developed to move credit
departments firmly back to middle office from a front-middle
office position. This makes the credit risk frameworks easier to
maintain, but it remains to be seen whether the generalists will
find a place in these new structures. This means that the skills
in demand this year have been primarily the number crunching
and analysis rather than client or stakeholder management. In
general, there has been an increase in the number of both
Corp and FI credit analysts, however we have seen a decline in
the number of credit structuring, and the more exotic
leveraged finance credit roles.

The operational risk market has seen a turbulent year. In the
first half of 2019 demand declined, combined with an increase
in redundancies as some banks looked to centralise risk
departments. This had a large impact on the operational risk
market in early 2019, but, the market recovered towards the
end of the year. The motivation seems to be a need to bolster
control and RCSA frameworks due to the publishing of a letter
from the PRA towards the end of October. It seems that
regulator focus is on robust frameworks as a measure of
success within risk departments, and as such has driven an
increase in operational risk hiring towards the end of 2019. At
the time of writing, it is still too soon to tell whether this will
be sustained, but the outlook is more optimistic than it was at
the end of Q2 for operational risk professionals.

Market risk has remained steady in the past 12 months.
Financial Service providers have focussed primarily on the
areas surrounding market risk such as investment and
prudential risk; however, there has still been growth within the
traditional market risk areas. This growth has come from the
mid-tier banks, mainly because top tier establishments have
replaced leavers at the same if not more junior levels. Mid-tier
banks have looked to expand and bolster their market risk
departments in order to make up ground compared to top-tier
banks who already have established market risk departments.
In 2019 FRTB will play an impact as the implementation date
of Jan 2021 nears, so expect more hiring in regulatory market

risk areas across all banks. As market volatility has increased, it
only makes sense that market risk hires will continue to remain
strong as Financial Services providers look to minimise losses.

The quantitative job market has grown as predicted last year
to see a continued hiring effort within the mid-tier banks and
asset managers. This is due to the establishment of teams in
2018 as mid-tier banks and asset managers sought to catch up
with top tier banks and hedge funds. This however has not
been as drastic as initially expected. The majority of growth
has instead come from the usual top tier Banks and the Buy-
side who have always had an appetite to hire within the quant
market. Large Asset Managers and Banks have branched out
into attribution and internal quantitative business analysis,
providing more options for those trained in traditional
quantitative skills. There has been sustained hiring within
market risk and credit risk modelling functions, at a similar
level to those seen in 2018. Model risk and model governance
have also remained at a similar level of hiring, within similar
establishments to those seen in 2018. Furthermore, the quant
sector is also the sector that has seen the most regular and
sustained hiring of juniors within all establishments. Top tier
university graduates can still find roles within the city with
relative ease, and establishments are still hungry to hire to the
top talent before they go elsewhere. The focus in hiring has
been Python coding professionals as Python continues to be
the dominant coding language for quantative professionals in
the City. It would seem that the quantitative revolution is not
yet complete within the London banking market.

In summary, the London risk recruitment market is intrinsically
linked to the economy of London, and the current level of
uncertainty felt by financial service providers is being reflected
in the areas in which they hire. I cannot predict the overall
nature of what will happen in 2020 as at time of writing we are
awaiting an election and the outcome of Brexit. I will go on
record as predicting that quantative functions will continue to
grow, as they have been year on year. In times of uncertainty
risk remains a robust hiring area as clients look to sure up their
assets and minimize losses. Whether this will be at a higher
level than seen in 2019 remains to be seen. The impact of
upcoming regulatory change will continue to drive hiring, and
there is reason to be cautiously optimistic about the London
economy. As a result, risk recruitment in London remains one
of the key areas for hiring within the London banking market.

RISK & QUANT – permanent, London
Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Role Analyst AVP VP/AD SVP/Director Head of

Credit Analyst (Corp) 30,000 - 35,000 40,000 - 50,000 50,000 - 70,000 80,000 - 120,000 150,000 +

Credit Analyst (FI) 35,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 60,000 60,000 - 80,000 80,000 - 150,000 170,000 +

Credit Analyst (Comms) 30,000 - 35,000 40,000 - 45,000 45,000 - 60,000 60,000 - 90,000 120,000 +

Credit Analyst (Project and 
Leverage) 35,000 - 40,000 45,000 - 55,000 60,000 - 80,000 90,000 - 150,000 175,000 +

Credit Analyst (Structured) 45,000 - 50,000 50,000 - 60,000 70,000 - 90,000 100,000 - 150,000 200,000 +

Credit Analyst (Retail) 23,000 - 25,000 25,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 65,000 65,000 - 100,000 120,000 +



Continued Basic salary (£ per annum) 
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Role Analyst AVP VP/AD SVP/Director Head of

Credit Risk 35,000 - 45,000 40,000 - 65,000 65,000 -110,000 100,000 - 125,000 150,000 +

Ops Risk 40,000 40,000 - 60,000 60,000 -100,000 100,000 - 150,000 150,000 +

Enterprise Risk 45,000 45,000 - 55,000 60,000 - 110,000 100,000 - 150,000 150,000 +

Third Party Risk 35,000 35,000 - 50,000 50,000 - 90,000 100,000 - 120,000 130,000 +

IT Risk 40,000 45,000 - 55,000 60,000 - 90,000 100,000 - 125,000 150,000 +

Market Risk 40,000 - 70,000 60,000 - 80,000 70,000 -100,000 120,000 -150,000 175,000 +

Liquidity Risk 50,000 - 80,000 70,000 - 90,000 80,000 -110,000 130,000 - 150,000 175,000 +

Investment Risk 60,000 - 90,000 70,000 - 100,000 90,000 -120,000 150,000 -175,000 200,000 +

Market Risk Quant 40,000 - 50,000 50,000 - 85,000 80,000 -130,000 120,000 - 160,000 145,000 +

Credit Risk Quant 30,000 - 50,000 45,000 - 75,000 80,000 - 130,000 120,000 - 160,000 145,000 +

Model Validation Quants 45,000 - 55,000 55,000 - 85,000 85,000 - 135,000 125,000 - 185,000 160,000 +

Front Office Pricing Quant 50,000 - 75,000 60,000 - 95,000 90,000 - 140,000 140,000 - 220,000 200,000 +

Quant Developer 45,000 - 55,000 55,000 - 80,000 75,000 - 125,000 120,000 - 175,000 175,000 +
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DANIEL BAKER
CONSULTANT

SALARY SURVEY 
operations market update
When I wrote last year’s salary survey I finished it off with “I am looking forward to 2019 with optimism 
and anticipate a strong year.” Trying to sum up this year with the same optimism I ended  last year with 
is difficult. If I were to use the Rocky films as a metaphor - 2018 was Rocky IV (the greatest rocky film 
of all time) and 2019 was Creed II.

Job flow has been low, candidates are cautious of moving and

there has been the continuation of the larger banks cost

cutting. Confusion around Brexit seems to be never ending,

and banks continue to automate, out-source or move middle

and back office functions abroad.

On a more positive note, the stand-out trend of the year has

been analyst-level positions. We have seen more movement at

the junior end of the market as banks look to strengthen this

talent pool. The number of graduates looking to move into

Operations is plentiful, as many view entry level operations

roles as a stepping stone to a future career in the front office.

Even with the automation of so many middle office functions,

payments and settlements professionals continue to be

recruited heavily. The salary for these experienced candidates

doesn’t seem to move year-on-year, with the majority of

candidates hitting a ceiling at £40,000.

Trade Finance as a whole (front – back office) has seen

advancements in digitalisation; new initiatives to bring in new

investors, a rise in FinTechs and the development of trade

platforms. This has therefore been one of the busiest areas

within operations recruitment this year. I do worry that it is an

ageing work force, but with trade finance FinTechs being a

little more open minded and dynamic with their hiring it seems

to have brought a new lease of life into the industry.

Businesses continue to offer remote working and flexible hours

and Operation areas are at the forefront with the ability to

offer this option. With Brexit finally coming to an end next

year, I am, once again, looking forward to 2020 with optimism

and anticipate a strong year.
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operations – permanent, London
SME BANKING Operations – Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Role 0-3 Years 3-5 Years 5-7 Years 7-10 Years 10+ Years

COO 120,000 +

Head Of Operations 80,000 – 110,000 110,000 +

Operations Generalist 28,000 – 35,000 35,000 – 50,000 50,000 – 60,000 60,000 +

Trade Support 28,000 – 38,000 38,000 – 48,000 48,000 – 60,000 60,000 – 70,000 70,000 – 85,000

Settlements 25,000 – 30,000 30,000 – 35,000 35,000 – 40,000 40,000 – 45,000 45,000 – 60,000

Settlements Manager 55,000 – 70,000 70,000 +

Client Services 32,000 – 37,000 37,000 – 45,000 45,000 – 55,000 55,000 – 70,000 70,000 +

Payments 25,000 – 30,000 30,000 – 35,000 35,000 – 40,000 40,000 – 45,000 45,000 – 60,000

Head of Payments 60,000 – 70,000 70,000 +

Cash Management/Funding 30,000 – 40,000 40,000 – 45,000 45,000 – 55,000 55,000 – 65,000 65,000 – 80,000

Reconciliations 25,000 – 30,000 30,000 – 35,000 35,000 – 40,000 40,000 – 45,000 45,000 – 60,000

Operations Control 35,000 – 45,000 45,000 – 55,000 55,000 – 65,000 65,000 – 75,000 75,000 +

KYC Onboarding 24,000 – 35,000 35,000 – 45,000 45,000 – 55,000 55,000 – 70,000 70,000 – 85,000

KYC Manager 70,000 – 80,000 80,000 +

Loans Administration 34,000 – 45,000 45,000 – 55,000 55,000 – 65,000 65,000 – 75,000 75,000 +

Loans Agency 34,000 – 45,000 45,000 – 55,000 55,000 – 65,000 65,000 – 75,000 75,000 +

Loans Documentation 35,000 – 47,000 47,000 – 57,000 57,000 – 67,000 70,000 – 75,000 75,000 – 85,000

Trade Finance Operations 28,000 – 35,000 35,000 – 40,000 40,000 – 50,000 50,000 – 60,000 60-80k +

Head of Trade Finance 70,000 – 90,000 90,000 +

Relationship Manager 40,000 – 70,000 70,000 – 80,000 80,000 +

Investment management operations – Basic salary (£ per annum) 

Role 1-3 Years 3-5 Years 5-10 Years 10+ Years

Client Reporting 30,000 – 45,000 45,000 – 55,000 55,000 – 75,000 75,000 – 90,000

Client Services 35,000 – 50,000 50,000 – 60,000 60,000 – 80,000 80,000 – 110,000

Performance Analysis 40,000 – 50,000 50,000 – 65,000 65,000 – 100,000 100,000 – 120,000

Fund Administration 30,000 – 40,000 40,000 – 50,000 50,000 – 70,000 70,000 – 100,000

Data Management 30,000 – 40,000 40,000 – 50,000 50,000 – 70,000 70,000 – 100,000

Portfolio Analysis 40,000 – 55,000 55,000 – 65,000 65,000 – 80,000 80,000 – 110,00

Trade Support 30,000 – 45,000 45,000 – 55,000 55,000 – 75,000 75,000 – 90,000



Investment management operations – Basic salary (£ per annum) 
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Role 1-3 Years 3-5 Years 5-10 Years 10+ Years

Head of Operations 100,000 +

Head of Fund Operations 45,000 – 70,000 75,000 – 95,000

Relationship Manager 50,000 – 75,000 75,000 – 90,000

Settlements 28,000 – 35,000 35,000 – 50,000 50,000 – 70,000 60,000 – 65,00

Reconciliations 28,000 – 35,000 35,000 – 50,000 50,000 – 70,000 60,000 – 70,000

KYC Onboarding 25,000 – 32,000 32,000 – 40,000 35,000 – 60,000 60,000 – 75,000

Loans Operations 35,000 – 48,000 45,000 – 50,000 50,000 – 70,000 70,000 – 90,000

Relationship Manager 50,000 – 75,000 75,000 – 95,000 80,000 +

Corporate Actions 30,000 – 40,000 40,000 – 50,000 50,000 – 70,000 70,000 – 80,000

Transfer Agency 25,000 – 35,000 35,000 – 45,000 45,000 – 70,000 70,000 – 80,000

Client Reporting 30,000 – 45,000 40,000 – 50,000 50,000 – 70,000 70,000 – 85,000


